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Complete solution for live entertainment 
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 Here is an overview of the Showtime Entertainment Production areas of talents for your future shows’
production development and daily operations. The variety of artistic content that we are presenting
here are shows that have already been designed, produced and operated around the world.
Our entertainment products are perfectly adaptable to your context, environment, and budget.

As each project is UNIQUE, these examples and information are intended for informational and 
reference purposes only and do not constitute any form of legal agreement nor final product.
The figures mentioned do not take into consideration parameters such as theatre, building 
development...etc...yet include production & operation costs for one month of show run.
The average performance rythm and frequency is 6 working days a week and 3 shows per day. All
of them finish with a meet & greet.

Showtime Entertainment Production develops CUSTOM MADE projects. We take our client’s vision and 
develop it into a sustainable production incorporating the latest artistic trends, and using the latest 
show technology available based on your needs, desires and envelop!

WE DELIVER ON TIME, ON BUDGET AND ON TARGET - GET READY TO BE THRILLED!
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OUR LIVE SHOW CONCEPT PROPOSALS

1
STUNT SHOW

2
EXTREME SPORT PERFORMANCE

3
MULTIMEDIA SHOW 

4
CULTURAL SHOW 

5
EDUCATIONAL SHOW 

6
CIRCUS SHOW

7
STREETMOSPHERE PERFORMANCE 

8
UNIQUE CONCEPT DESIGN  

PRESUMPTION
REFERENCES

CONCLUSION & CONTAC T
=> References
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1 1 STUNT STUNT SHOWSHOW

Thunder Chase:
In a unique theater with 3000 seats.A live action spectacular 
that simulates an actual blockbuster movie being filmed on 
set. Produced by an international team of 17 nationalities 
with SFX, HumanTorch, Parkour, Fight Action, FMX, Car & Bike 
Chase…at“Changying Global 100” Theme Park in Haikou, the 
Island of Hainan, China.

Movie World: 
An action movie experience, filmed in front of a live 
audience. It includes adrenaline-fueled stunts such as drifts, 
jumps, speed, high-fall and parkour; And it features unique 
vehicles from Fast & Furious original movies. 

Dabangg:
Filled with unbelievable action, the best oneliners including 
Bollywood song and dance. Join police officer Chulbul 
Pandey as he rescues his damsel Rajo and her friends in an 
explosive spectacle to remember at Bollywood Park, Dubai.

IAPPA IAPPA 
AWARDAWARD
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22 EXTREME SPORT PERFORMANCE EXTREME SPORT PERFORMANCE
Whether designed for your indoor or outdoor venue, our extreme sport
shows will bring heart stopping displays to your events! Get ready for a
dose of adrenaline with professional athletics skills such as : 

On Land : FMX, BMX, Basket Ball
Experience the power and skill of FMX and BMX
performers whose skills explode on the stage.
The incredible evolution of the materials and
conditions have allowed longer flights, stunning
aerial gymnastics and staged lineups of multiple
performers in a tightly choreographed sequences
with dynamic music and narration.
As for the Dazzling Slam Dunks, their high-flying
acrobatics, mini-trampoline stunts and power
moves fill the stage in a festive whirlwind of upbeat 
Music, Dance, Dunks and exuberance.

On Water : High-Dive, Jet-Ski, Fly surf
The performers will demonstrate their techniques
of High Diving from an 80-foot platform above
a portable pool which is 26 feet in diameter 
and 10 feet depth. We also have our very own 
synchronized Jet Ski and Flyboard display team,
performing synchronized freestyle, freestyle solo, 
Flyboard and the Spectacular Human Torch. These 
Wow factors will dazzle spectators with their 
on-water stunt displays, from Back Flips to Barrel 
Rolls, etc.
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3 3 MULTIMEDIA MULTIMEDIA SHOWSHOW

A multimedia show that
includes a Water Show with
light installations and special
effects. Water fountains, pillars
of fire, lasers      and   special   effects, 
as well as synchronized filmclips 
and music combining tocreate 
a show the entire family will 
love. High-tech projectors(video 
projection process) canbe used 
to show razor-sharp film clips on
a water screen.  
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4 4 CULTURAL CULTURAL SHOWSHOW
We value the beauty that comes from cultural diversity.
We can offer shows that enhance the cultural heritage of different
global regions. Our cultural shows fascinate, connect with and deeply
move audiences with our ability to extract the core essence of a given
patrimony and bring it to the stage.

Such as:
Taiko traditional Japanese drum 
used historically to summon spirits for fortune, 
strength and harmony.

The art of Georgian Folk dancing
These breathtaking dances represent a live history book 
expressing the centuries of Georgian art, culture, and 
tradition

Bollywood dance
in different styles and interpretations from all of the
surrounding areas like drama, khathak

Ancestral culture of the Polynesia Maohi.
French Polynesia is endowed with five archipelago as
vast as all of Europe. The ballet Show Tahiti recalls its 
ancestral singing and dances and its myths

And many more…
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5 5 EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SHOWSHOW

San Diego Zoo and The Drip Dudes Show
These cool, colorful cartoon characters are a tool to teach
children of all ethnic groups about protecting the 
environ- ment. Together, these fabulously entertaining 
raindrops take our little character, down the road from 
water-ignorance to water- awareness in an interactive 
show full of ex- citing music, dance and plenty of fun. 

Marvel show: 
A new interactive show. «Operation Green»to teach
children and families about the importance of “going
green” and protecting the environment.

Legoland Loudest Shout:
an original live show combining incredible stunt work,
striking characters, a funny story, a catchy song, a nimble
dance and jaw-dropping magic for an educational
purposes: teaching kids the dangers around the house
preventing any type of accident! 

EDUCATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SHOW
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6 6 CIRCUS CIRCUS SHOWSHOW

Legend of the Lion King:
Once upon a time, teams challenged each-other through 
impressive traditional Acrobatics, but as well Parkour, 
Kung Fu and dance.

The Han show
Is a celebration of the essence of Han Culture in a 
theatre that has become iconic. S.E.P had creating and 
developing the most thrilling act of fly surf and jet ski.
A turn key and unique solution for a modern circus

Through traditional or contemporary practices, S.E.P will transport you
back to the wonders of your childhood, and introduce your children to the
wonders of imagination with no limits.

Circus Act, 
such as the Russian Bar which combines the gymnastic
skills of the balance beam, the rebound tempo skills
of trampoline and the swinging handstand skills of
uneven and parallel bars. We can provide and stage
all kinds of circus acts according to your needs
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77STREETMOSPHERE  STREETMOSPHERE  SHOWSHOW

Cinefollies

LIGHTS ! CAMERA ! ACTION !!!!
The shooting begins ! The director gets crazy as he
is directing the whole cast and the audience 
can see all the action right in front of them !

FUN , INTERACTION, AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ,
FUNNY MOMENTS, and No Language
barrer are the key words for this show which will
create unforgettable memories !!!!!!

AN ATTRACTION TO ENTERTAIN AND INTERACT WITH 
YOUR GUESTS 

Stilt Birds

These tall, graceful birds are fully articulated 
wooden puppets controlled by skilled stilt
performers. What your guests will experience are 
spectacular birds with all the color and finery of a 
supernatural creature. Led by their ever-watching 
Shepherd, these animated birds interact with their 
audience – a gentle head tilt, or the graceful
movement of a feathery crest or inquisitive beak will 
take your audience’s breath away
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88 CONCEPT DESIGN  CONCEPT DESIGN 
Before each project...There is an idea

Because each project is unique, SEP values each detail
and brings its 26 years of expertise to create your 
turnkey Solution Entertainment by:

- Developing indoor or outdoor venue projects,
temporary or permanent installations, either
 intimate or large-scale settings

- Adjusting the scale, length, show run to its context
and/or environment,

- Offering the latest Technology: from Projection, Video
mapping, Laser, SFX flame & pyrotechnic
effects…,

- With special care to audience interaction and
participation

- Creating original concepts, creative design and
singular music composition...

Our in-house team of designers will bring ideas to life
… get ready to be thrilled !
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S.E.P provides:

- A production team to design and bring life to your 
project (from director to technicians)
- performers
- Performance equipment, such as Motorcycle Bikes, 
jet ski
- All costumes and props, required for the show.
( fuel, oil, spare parts and maintenance)
- Productions fees.
- Performers fees.
- Medical Insurance
- All music and script content
- All international and local transportation for the
 cast and crew.
- All international and local transportation for
 equiment.
- All lodging, food & beverage for the cast and crew.
We also take care of :
- Rehearsal prior to the opening,
- Operation phase as per your needs

The Client Provides:

- Secured dressing facility on site,
- Authority approval.
- Professional Sound & Lighting system with 1 technician.
- Stage
- Master of Ceremonies
- Water on site.
- Visas.
- Power on site 220V.
- Public Liability Insurance.
- Any local taxes or possible charges due to any local
regulation, public health, etc
The Client will be responsible as well for:
-the visitors, and on-site employees, and will take any
necessary steps to secure S.E.P. team members and
 equipment during their performances, and for the whole
engagement period.

Any licenses, which may be required in connection with the show, 
including ASCAP and BMI licenses (music rights).This possibility includes
indemnifying S.E.P. in case equipment are stolen or damaged.
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“All areas of show development and direction as scoped to SEP were met with consistent high quality”
 (A. Mathur Director Entertainment Bollywood Park Dubai)

“A 100% recommendation for the brilliant working relationship, professionalism and care and attention demonstrated by SEP …” 
(S. Cornell, Entertainment Diretor_Global Village)
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 We bring a complete Solution for Live Entertainment

We believe in delivering quality performances for any given budget. Showtime Entertainment Production 
provides creative design ability with knowledge of materials, methods, safety and cost effectiveness that 

will result in a spectacular show that will thrill your audience.

Contact us:

Showtime Entertainment Production
Tel: +971 509 180 688 / +34 645 644 233

Email: info@sepproduction.com


